[In vivo dosimetry. Assessment of exit dose correction factors].
In vivo dosimetry allows to verify dose delivering accuracy in radiotherapy treatments. Exit dose measurements add more information about delivered dose than entrance dose evaluations. Commercial semiconductor diodes are used for exit dose measurements. The diodes are calibrated by comparison with an ionization chamber at a reference condition. Diode reading was compared with the dose measured by the ionization chamber at the exit point. The exit point is defined as the point on the central axis of the beam, at a distance equal to the maximum dose from the exit surface of a homogeneous water-like phantom. As clinical irradiation conditions are always different from reference conditions, exit dose correction factors have been investigated as a function of phantom thickness, field size at the isocenter, source-surface distance, wedge and tray. Measurements have been performed by irradiating a set of p-type semiconductor detectors with 6 MV photon beam (four diodes--mod. EDP10--Scanditronix) and 18 MV photon beam (three diodes--mod. EDP20--Scanditronix) from a Clinac 1800 linear accelerator (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The most relevant exit dose correction factors are related to field size and phantom thickness for 6 MV photons. The variation of these factors as a function of field size may be greater than 1% with a standard deviation of the same order. On the contrary, the correction factors for field, thickness and tray photons are negligible for 18 MV. Applying exit dose correction factors may require a great effort, particularly when many silicon diodes must be used. The actual effectiveness of each calibration factor is evaluated through the statistical analysis of experimental data. In this way, the usefulness of correction factor calculation, as depending from both experimental conditions and diode responses, can be derived from its effects on the exit dose value.